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BY MONICR PRICE
News Editor
Boise Police Department
will take over campus security
October 1, In a news conference
Wednesday afternoon Police
Chief Jim Tibbs, flanked by two
patrol cars sporting BSU logos,
announced the hand over. "It's
good' to be back on Campus,"
Tibbs said. .
Tibbs, who is a BSU graduate,
thanked the Sheriff's office for
working with the BPDto make the
transition as smooth as possible.
"This transition will be seam-
less." The BPD is looking forward
to working with the campus com-
munity.
· Captain Ron Freeman with the
Sheriffs Department said they ex-
pected the contract to be granted
to BPD. "We pretty much knew
things were going in that direc-.
tion," Freeman stated.
The Sheriffs Department has
been working on campus for
about 21 years. "We have had a
long partnership with Boise State
University. It's been a great oppor-
tunity to be on campus, it's a.dif-
ferent kind of policing. We wish
the Boise Police luck in develop-
ing their style of policing.
We will leave with our heads
high. The Sheriffs Department is
doing everything possible to as-
sist in the transition. Business is
business and that's how things
go."
Stan Niccolls will be the BPD
campus supervisor. For the next
few weeks BPD will be training
alongside the Sheriffs depart-
ment, job shadowing and-getting
to know the campus.
Niccolls wants to use the student
conduct board to prosecute lesser
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offenders, while referring more
serious crimes to the prosecutors'
office. "Hopefully it will be a good
mix," Niccolls said. Niccolls wants
to use both campus resources and
the prosecutor's office to balance
campus policing.
Sixpolice officers will be patrol-
ling campus after Oct.l: most of
the civilian staff currently work-
ing will stay on. "Nobody is loos-
ing their jobs because we are tak-
ing over the contract," Niccolls
confirmed. The civilian staff is a
wonderful resource to have, their
experience will greatly help with
the transition.
Bob Seibolt, campus security
director publicly thanked the
Sheriffs Department for their ser-
vice, it's been a privilege to have
them on campus. Seibolt looks
forward to a new working rela-
tionship with the Boise Police
Department. "We also think it
will serve to strengthen the work-
ing relationship between BSUand
the City."
According to Police Chief Jim
Tibbs, the officers selected to
serve BSU have gone through a
rigorous selection process, he be-
lieves they are the best BPD has.
BPD looks forward to serving the
campus community but admits
the campus presents special chal-
lenges. "It wlll be a little different
for us," Tibbs said,
Officer Kris England will be
one of the BPD out and about
on campus. "This is something
Boise IPDI hasn't done in quite a
while," With 13 years of experi-
ence, England says she was one of
the lucky ones chosen to serve at
BSU. In the near future students
will see Boise Police officers pa-
tro11Ingcampus on foot, bike and
possibly even horseback.
BPI] baqms reign
as campus law
enforcement
BSU Kappa Sigma Chapter
,wins national honor
"It was a total surprise for us!"
says Boise State Kappa Sigma
Chapter President Russ O'Leary
about a recent national honor for
the local fraternity; "We were all
hoping it would come through."
Kappa-Rho has recently been f
awarded the. Kappa Sigma Bott says' t hat
founder's Award for Chapter K a p p a - Rho in
Excellence, the highest honor Boise dis- . plays all of
that can be bestowed upon any the quali- ties that the
Kappa Sigma Chapter. The award organization cherishes.
was presented this June at a na- "The chapter at Boise State is
tional gathering of Kappa Sigma recognized as one of our frater-
chapters in Denver, CO. nlty's best and we know they are
· .The Founder's Award is offered only getting better," says Bott.
each year to only 13 of the 210 O'Leary says Kappa-Rho'scom-
plus American chapters of Kappa munity involvement was a big
·Sigma. It Is the first time ever for. part in receiving the award.
asu~s chapter Kappa-Rho to take "It is important for the BSU
· the honor since the chapter's in- . community to see that Kappa
ceptlon in 1969. Sigma helps to enhance the stu-
Eligibility for the award comes dents' mission of academic ex-
at quite an effort from any given cellence, civic responsibility and
chapter. Gile of the requirements overallleadership," he says, "At
is a requisite 25-hours a year of Kappa Sigma, we work on these
community service per chap- values everyday."
fer member. Kappa-Rho logged O'Le~ cites. Kappa-Rho's
more than 2,000 hours last year work last year at events like Into
,ll~achapter, . the Streets as well as work with
'lnaddition,eachmembermust the BSU Women's Center as a
maIntain a GPAhigher than the testament to the overall spirit of
· r~A11Men's Average" at their re- the chapter. Alumni inclusion is
., sjJective school. This is calculat- another factor that O'Leary sees
·ed.bY taking the mean GPAof all as a Kappa-Rho' strong point.
·.'themale students on campus. For Contributions and advising from
£iSUHhe all men's GPAaverage is some alumni have helped raise
·~otlnd 2.4, or about a Baverage. funds for a new fratemity house.
><:w!nning chapters also must "They've really come through
·};fayin strict compliance with the for us," says O'Leary.
,hat~al organization's rules and In addition, ona local and na-
,~ons including budget re- tionallevel, Kappa-Sigma isen-
·JllibiiitY and. prompt submission joying reC()~dP,W"ers of pledge~trl!POrts about chapter opera- candidates, boostlng:~e~VElrall ..
~s. .' . . chapter spirit andihvrilVeinent,
:;;As.sistant Executive Director of says O'Leary.,
:.JCiiPpa ,Sigma's CharlottesVille, . '
:Ya,; : Headquarters Matthew B.
BY MRRY GRRCE LUCRS
News Reporter
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cess in an unfil- ....a 'Video' 'switcher for chang-
tered way", said ing camera shots during pro-
one staff me1l1- ductions, .two HDTV' plasma
ber. "The bus is screen monitors,' two DVCPro
a way for us. to playing and recording decks,
do grassroots and computers. .
outreach'across This bus is 0Il~of two that
the country." tours the' s.tat~:)the first c-
C -S PAN . SPAN schoofbds began run-
strives to be as hihg: lIl1~93" to demonstrate
comprehen- C~SPANand the cable televi-
sive as possible sion industry's commitment
and to cover all to education. The second bus
of the politi- was added in the beginning of
cal processes that '1996 as a response to the grow-
. take place. It tries ing requests for bus visits by
to form a balance by nctdecld- srhrJo1f' 'and, cable: affiliates.
ingwhat clips to show, but cov- These two busses have been
ering every aspect of an event traveling around for over a de-
without outside commentary. cade doing outreach programs
Although the outside of the in the many communities that
bus is fairly plain, the inside they visit.
is quite extraordinary. Half At each stop, the public is
of the bus serves as a mobile invited to tour the bus and to
classroom while the other half learn more about the variety
functions as a working pro- of public affairs programming
duction studio and interview on C-SPANnetworks. While on
set. Some of the equipment the road, the bus production
includes DVCPro TV cameras crew gathers programming for
with robotic control units, an the network from communi-
eight-channel audio board, ties across the nation. )
. BSU was just one stop of
many for the bus that trav-
els around the nation year-
round; going over 60,000 miles
ana vis1Ufilf40(rCommunities'--- ,-"
per year. The bus only stayed
brieflywhUetrave1ingiJetween
Salt Lake and Seattle. While in
Boise, C-SPANwas sponsored
by Cable One.
. ToIearnmoreaboutC-SPAN,
visit their Website www.c-
span.org,
"provided elected
and . appointed
officials and oth- .
ers '.who would
influence public
polley a direct
conduit to the au-
dience without
filtering or oth-
erwise distorting
their points of
view".
The C-SPAN
bus is bright yel- staua Roth
low and depicts a
blue star in .front
of tworred stripes.Tt baresv
the slogan "2004 Vote" and
has pictures depicting the
best of America, including
the Vietnam Memorial, the
Declaration of Independence,
the Lincoln Memorial, and
Mount Rushmore, going up
and down it's sides. The bright
vehicle is a 45-foot mobile TV
production studio and media
demonstration center that pro-
motes the mission of C-SPAN.
"Our philosophy is to pro-
vide access to the political pro-
SUstudentsandfac-
ultywere privileged
with the opportu-
nity to take tours of
the C-SPAN School
Bus on Monday,
Sept. 13. C-SPAN networks
are offered as a public service
to provide access to balanced,
commercial-free coverage of
the American political pro-
cess. They are privately funded
by the cable television industry
and are operated out of head-
quarters in Washington, DC.
According to a C-SPANpress
release, their mission is to
"provide our audience with ac-
cess to the live, gavel-to-gavel
proceedings of the U.S. House
of Representatives and the U.S.
Senate and to other forums
where public policy is dis-
cussed, debated and decided-
-all without editing, commen-
tary or analysis and with a bal-
anced presentation of points
of view."C-SPANalso strives to
t:At least 25>'';''':> , " WASHINGTO~-The third annlver-' Fair Use Play
:,- ',' is' lm,~~, 'saryqfthe911lwattackspassed ''.Iraq ~\i:,:,';V(i~!Yi~~nce~f ,>, s~aentG~rg~ New Heritage Theater Company will
'. B" gh" .. :.id' '," ',,"" w,'nU$!l.tmd top, lstratJQRoffi."""'" , I.m a U4",: '" ciliIsthiltAfunc ,~:,,);, , at '6"11 "~,~,,,~;~erformFair Use, a play by ~ands Ha I,
". • .:::"",i"';',;" .: ,._,~,e "a~rJ'lSS~L. 'l a1'h:),,~,'o~~ept. 16-18 at Borah HIgh School':'m'senes <:',-,'i:;;.~~tt,ho,~e_;~~~~ee.s~ame agaIn!it.:,';l~L's·~riar,tof the Read the Same Book
, ' I' '" ",' " ' ' adlSt1U'l;JiUdru 'i d"j,I i1,~
f
• It": ,,' , 1"g·m,p.m,p.,ol,t;"e~_"program. The play Is followed by ao VI, 0 en _, Ve,9P11lel}luS;-~", .; ",~\~t~'::dl~cussionled by Tara P~nry, assocl-
ks
,. thel\ustra anem ' i.{~~, e fEll h B' S.attae " vid "t"" "'1" d't"h"""'''' "'i'II:'.A •."prolessoro ng sat oise tate, eo ape re ease e same '",' ,n··, ." , ' ,, ' ' University. The event starts at 7 p.m.
Osamabln Laden's top deputy threat- The play contemplates what is "fair
ening new attacks, the, seizure' of a use" of someone else's art and life fa-
school In southern Rus!iia',that ended' '. '.with at least 350 dead. " \'c,~' " ; , cusmg on the co~troversy surrou~dmg
Th , I d I ti 'k'',," ' '. ' Wallace Stegner s use of Mary Hillock
days,
ebe~ onethsant a ',8tryC ,:~aSmet,Ju2s0t" Foote's writing for his novel Angle of
lore a coun s ep. . R F . f ti 11331
presidential elections a reminder, llke" 8gggse. or more in orma on ea -
the election-eve terrorist attack I~st,,' ,
March In Spain, that terrorists might;', i
attempt a similar attack In advance of Bronco Gymnastics Golf
the U.S. elections Nov. 2.
Among outside specialists on ter- Scramble
rorism what prompted greatest con-
cern was the attack on the school in
Beslan-because of its horrific target-
1ng of children, because of the gaps it
exposed in Russia's Internal security
procedures, and because of America's
continued vulnerability to the same
sort of attack.
"We will strike the terror-
ists abroad so we do not have to -face
them here at home," Bush told rallieS S . S d
last week in Missouri. That line has emce atm ay
become a standing one in his stump
speech, as has the confident assertion
that "our strategy is succeeding."
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BAGHDAD,,Iraq7
An intense, well-co.
ordlnated and wide-
spread series of mor-
tar blasts, rocket at-
tacks and suicide car' .
bombings rocked
Baghdad Sunday In
a day ofviolence that
alarmed government officials and left
at least 25 Iraqis dead in the capital
alone.
U.S. troops battled insurgents for at
least two hours In central Baghdad,
where Iraqi crowds swarming over a
charred Bradley fighting vehicle were
fired on by a U.S. helicopter, wound-
ing dozens and killing 13, including a
producer for an Arab satellite televi-
sion station.
U.S. and Iraqi troops also thwarted
at least two car bombings, one at the
notorious Abu Ghraib prison, another
at the entrance to the U.S.-controlled
International Zone .. A third bomber
succeeded in hitting a military convoy
on the road to the Baghdad airport, de-
stroying several vehicles and wound-
ing three Americans and two Iraqis.
Amilitant group led by the Jordanian
terrorist Abu Musab' al-Zarqawi
claimed credit for the mayhem In a
statement posted on the internet. The
group, called Tawhld and Jihad, crowed
that it had "the capability to surprise
the enemy and hit its strategic installa-
tions at the right time and place."
~tlonal
Recent attacks are
reminder that u.S. could
be target
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Hurricane Ivan
pummels Cayman
Islands, takes aim at
Cuba
!
I'
I.
M1AJ\H-Hurricane Ivan brutalized
the Cayman Islands on Sunday and
threatened to bury western Cuba un-
der a mammoth storm surge. One of
the most powerful storms ever record-
ed, it crushed homes in the Caymans,
covered Havana with black douds and
provoked sheer panic.
Sustained winds of 120 mph blast-
ed the island.' Numerous buildings
lost their roofs, 5 feet of water flowed
through many homes, and power was
out throughout the island.
According to ham radio operators,
people were standing on their roofs to
avoid flood waters.
Around the Ca~ibbean, 60 deaths
have been blamed on the hurricane so
far.
Forecasters said Ivan did not pose
a significant threat to South Florida,
but it kept defying predictions. As a re-
sult, watches and warnings were post-
ed from Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula,
through all of Cuba and all the way
to the Seven Mile Bridge in the Lower
Keys.
Ivan still was expected to strike the
Florida Panhandle later this week, pos-
sibly as a Category 2 hurricane with
105-mph winds. State officials urged
residents of the Panhandle and Big
Bend areas to prepare for evacuations.
i
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For Big 12's North elite,
it's a lost weekend
First, it was host Troy shocking No.
19 Missouri 24-14 on Thursday. Then
came Saturday: Visiting Fresno State
mauled No. 13 Kansas State 45-21
and visiting Southern Miss surprised
Nebraska 21-17.
Wild times in the WAC
Twobig scores ofinterest for the anti-
BCS crowd over the weekend: Boise
State's 53-34 blitzing of Oregon State
on Friday and Fresno State's thumping
of Kansas State on Saturday.
BSU gymnastics host the Bronco
Golf scramble at 1:30p.m. Friday, Sept.
17at Shadow Valley on Hwy 5. Sponsor
a hole and golf. Gymnasts will be on
the holes providing "flips for tips."
All proceeds benefit the Boise State
Gymnastics Program. Call 426-3867
for more information.
The Volunteer Services Board in-
vites students to participate in ser-
v:lceprojects for one of five non-profit
organizations. The event begins at 9
a.m., Saturday, Sept. 18 In the Student
Union Food court. Volunteers will be
assigned to projects for Boise Parks
and Recreation, Boise Rescue Mission,
WOVA,Idaho State Veterans Home and
Teen Challenges. For more Informa-
tion call 426-3980.
"Morning Music" with
St. Petersburg Quartet.
Boise Chamber Music series pres-
ents a free Saturday morning work-
shop featuring the St. Petersburg
String Quartet. The workshop begins
at 10 a.m. all Sept. 18, in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall. For more Informa-
tion call 426-3980.
The StUdent Union Classical
Performance Series also presents the
~at the?
II;
I J
St. Petersburg String Quartet at 8 p.m, j ;
on Saturday, Sept. 18, at the Special ;,
Events Center. Admission is $10 gener- '
al, $5 for students 17and under, seniors i
and Boise State students, faculty, staff "
and alumni. For tickets call Select-a- I
Seat at 426-1494. I I
Flutist Francesca
Arnone.
, I
The Faculty Artist Series presents
Boise State visiting flute professor
Francesca Arnone at 4 p.m. Sunday,
Sept. 19,in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall. For more information,
call 426-3980.
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Americans screwing
around on the job,
literally.
,,'
J I
, I
Americans are making time at work,
but not to their employers' benefit.
One in every four employees report
that they've had a sexual relationship
with a co-worker and 14 percent have
actually had sex at the workplace. So, if
you've suspected office hanky-panky,
you're probably right.
According to a recent survey spon-
sored by Adam & Eve, 33 percent of
males and 18 percent of females have
bedded a co-worker. Nineteen percent
of males and 8 percent offemales have ' 1
actually done the deed in the office. .;
Makes you take a second look at that J
conference table, doesn't it? ...
"Having sex with co-workers pro- ,\
vides many people with the added \1 r
excitement that they are looking for 'I 1
in their sex life. The thrill of being , I
'caught' is a big turn-on for many and ,; ;
the office is one setting to act that fan- : :
tasy out," said Katy Zvolerine of Adam ., .
& Eve, the nation's largest distributor
of sexual aids and adult products. " 1
Content raken!rom a pressrelease!rom Ward ,,'
Crearlve. Surveys conducted by Harr/J Interactive, • j
sponsored byAdam and Eve (www.adameve.com)
~' • " '" f' .,-_" .' ." .-c.'
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IPriceofa. new, press box sits higl
: BY DRNIELLE VERHULP ,.:.•:: ' "the future. Additionally, a park-
: HSIIIS lIlrltsr ing structure may be added with '
I a skywalk connecting with both
: Bronco stadium may have an Bronco Stadium and the Taco
altered appearance one day, BellArena. _
~hanks to plans to replace its ex- It is estimated that construe-
istlngpress boxwith a new, three- tion of the press box will cost $40
~ory structure. million. Funds will be generated
: Currently, the project remains through the pre-sale of luxury'
1/1 planning stages. Boise State and club seating at the stadium,
~t~letic Director Gene Bleymaier as well as tax dollars, grants, and
said those associated with the business donors. None of the rev-
project are working on complet- enue to build the press box wili
~~ga feasibility study that is pro- come from the state.
jeered to be done in the fall. From Opponents of the project argue
there, the project must receive that $40 million is an unneces-
approval by the state. Finally, an sarily high estimate. According
architect must bid for contractors to Larry Blake, executive director
t~ make the design a reality. ,'of facility administration at BSU,
: The blueprints for the press box recent campus building pro]-
boast three floors which include ects have cost significantly less.
multiple suites, a large common For example, the construction
area, and a ballroom. The corn- of the Multi-Purpose Classroom
pleted structure will rise approx- Buildingin 1997cost an estimated
imately ten stories in the air and $6.85 million. Therefore, rough-
is intended for use by the media ly 5.8 Multi-Purpose Buildings
coachlng staff, and BSU admin- could be constructed with the
istrators. The ballroom is pro- money it will take to complete the
jeered to be leased out to various new press box. BSU is also in the
groups throughout the school planning stages of constructing
tear. Though current blueprints a new interactive learning cen-
detail only three floors, there is ter and a student services center.
potential to fill in floors under- The learning center is project-
neath, shouldthe need arise in ed to cost around $11.1 million
I
I
and the student services center
is priced at $5 million. Again;
the construction of around 3.6
learning centers or eight student
services centers would equal the
price ofthe press box.
Bronco Stadium's current press
box was constructed in 1969 and
is "inadequate" according to
Bleymaier.
Many believe that the recent
success of the Boise State foot-
ball program has furthered this
need for a new facility. This year
the team is hosting the MPC Bowl
and will have three of their home
games televised on ESPN.
ASBSU Vice President Tom
Labrecque supports the project,
though he acknowledged that
the actual construction may pose
potential challenges for students.
The space needed for the con-.
struction area will likely eat up
UISII of
press bOR
froll Unlusrsltll
DrIUIl.
many student parking spaces.
However, Labreqcue noted that
such a sacrifice will be well worth
it in the long run. He believes be-
cause the facility will be funded
by sources other than student
monies, the press. box will be a
great advantage for BSUstudents.
"It's a great way to build commu-
nity spirit and academic pride,"
Labreqcue stated. "We are hop-
ing this will transfer into the aca-
demlc realm."
In .addition, the seating In-
cluded in the plans for th~ press
box will potentially free up more
student seating. With an estimat-
ed 2,000 BSU students missing
out on the recent football game
against Oregon State University
because of a lack of seating, this
could be appealing to many.
Bleymaier strongly supports
the project adding, "It's a facil-
ity we've needed for a long time.
Premium seating is very much in
demand,"
I
I
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.Vlsfting Professor calls on BSU to
I
:help hurricane-struck hometown
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
: Port. Charlotte, Florida, the
hometown of visiting music
Professor FrancescaArnone, was
severely damaged by 200 mph
winds from Hurricane Charley
1}ug.13. More than 10,000homes
were destroyed, and at least 20
people died that devastating af-
ternoon. Arnone is urging Boise
State faculty and students to do-
nate cash or supplies to help the
victims of Hurricane Charley.
: It is vital to help the victims of
I;lurricaI1e Charley now. People
responded quickly in the begin-
riing, but that assistance is be-
ginning to dwindle. "They're ex-
perlencing things we can't even
conceive of," says Arnone.
';.Hurricane Charley has
c~used . tremendous hardship
far Charlotte County residents.
• Einpty grocery stores, terrible
s(imch from the open sewer and
a'ack of electricity are just a few
ot the problems residents face.
Many locals do not have roofs
on their homes, if they are lucky
enough to still have a home.
:Arnone's family home is near··
MJlRIRNR BEKKER
Specisl to ths Arbiter
Port Charlotte and was not dam-
aged. Her father's office in Port
Charlotte was destroyed. Sixteen
of the county's 27 public schools
were damaged by Hurricane
Charley and eight schools were
completely demolished. "Think
about all they lost: the libraries,
all the books, equipment," said
Arnone.
School resumed In Port
Charlotte on Aug. 30 with the
18,000 students sharing the
seven undamaged schools. The
schools that are open are oper-
ating on split sessions in order to
accommodate the overwhelm-
ing number of students.
The National Guard is cur-
rently driving harrowed school
buses because of the amount of
debris and damage to the roads.
The school bus picks up some
children as early as 4:30 a.m, and
others don't get dropped off until
9p.m. The schools' faculty have
been trying to keep classrooms
stocked with clothes and bath-
ing supplies for the students and
teachers who have lost every-
thing.
According to the Miami
Herald, Hurricane Charley is
the worst hurricane to hit the
United States since Hurricane
Andrew in 1992. Classified as a
level 4 hurricane, winds up to 160
mph, Andrew nearly destroyed
the towns of Port Charlotte and
Punta Gorda. Both towns are lo-
cated in Charlotte County, on the
Gulf of Florida, about 50 miles
south of Sarasota. Separated by
the Charlotte Harbor, they are
about five miles apart.
Hurricane Charley gathered
strength from the harbor's warm
and shallow water, causing it to
be exceptionally destructive.
"The hurricane's eye was so big
there was several tornadoes In-
side, causing the extremely high
winds," said Arnone.
Thousands are still in need
of the very basics like food and
water, especially since Tropical
Storm Frances caused even more
damage just a few days ago.
Hurricane Ivan has left a path of
destruction in Cuba and is keep-
ing weather forecasters on their
toes trying to predict Ivan's path.
No one is quiet sure which way
the wind will blow.
·Salmon Festival spawns visitors
BY MICHELLE SEL'LS
Outdoor tctunmst
:The weekend of August 28 and
2~ had special meaning for the
residents of Stanley. It was a time
tt) celebrate one ofthe areas nat-
ural wonders, the annual return
ofthe spawning Chinook and the
Sockeye Salmon. Historically,
Hie salmon have returned to this
area to spawn near the headwa-
ters of the Salmon River.
~festivities in Stanley induded
liye music, vendor booths. po-
etry readings, Native American
traditional dancing and visits to
the Sawtooth Fish Hatchery. At
anyone time, hundreds of visi-
tors couid be seen dancing on the
grass or visiting a vendor booth.
;.Idaho Rivers United was a
strong presence at the festivities.
ihe conservation group, dediJ
cated to the protection of Idaho
waters, bussed over two hundred
vISitors to the river to view fish
s~awnirig in the wild, according
to· IRU member Brent Bowlers.
B~wlers felt the fourth Salmon
n
Festival was a great success as
more than 1,000 people attend-
ed the event. The IRU booth was
busy selling tee-shirts exclaim-
ing "Extinction is not an op-
tion" and gathering signatures
for a petition in support of their
cause.
The Sawtooth Fish Hatchery
opened its doors to hundreds of
visitors through out the week-
end. The main draw being the
chance to see operators empty
the fish traps where Chinook and
Sockeye salmon are held. At last
count, nearly 1,8UUChinook and
six Sockeye had returned to their
birthplace.
The hatchery is a techno-
logical wonder. The Sawtooth
Mountains surrounding the area
make for a severe winter. The
hatchery was built in 1984 and
was designed to meet those ex-
treme environmental challeng-
es. Water pipes are buried deep
in the earth, about seven feet,
to prevent freezing and foullda·
tions were set below the frost line
as well.
The job of this hatchery is to
deal with salmon and steelhead,
exclusively. Approximately two-
thirds of the salmon which reach
this facility will be detained to
harvest their eggs and sperm,
thereby ensuring the next gen-
eration of hatchery smolts. The
remaining one-third are allowed
to pass through the facility to
spawn naturally. During this
period hundreds of fully mature
Chinook can be seen in the fish
runs.
If the goal of the Salmon
Fe:;llval was to provide infor-
mation and celebrate Idaho's
salmon, it was a great success.
Hundreds of people were giv·
en the opportunity to witness
salmon doing what they do best,
spawn in our wild rivers.
Important Information:
Idaho Wvers United
208-343-7481
www.ldahorlvers.org
Sawtooth Fish Hatchery
208-774-3684
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BSUto launch Degree Progress Report
BY RRCHEL PEREZ
News Writer
requirements for each students'
particular major. With the report
students can see which courses
still need to be taken In which
areas. The program also shows
students if something is not fin-
ished by boldlng or outlining
It with a red box. On the right,
a solid yellow box explains the
content of the red box. .
"It takes a lot of the guessing
out, students can see on the sys-
tem what they need and don't
need and It's a lot more cred-
ible that the student is making
the right choice," said Timothy
J. Ebner of the Boise State regis-
trar's office.
For students who are think-
ing about changing their majors,
there' will be something called
the "what if report," or a way to
shop for degrees. The "what If"
option allows students to see
which of the classes that they
have taken would count towards
a new major and which classes
Up to $3,OOO.OO.Per Semester for
Full~TimeStudents !II
A degree progress report pro-
gram is coming to Bronco Web
designed to guide students
through the process of degree
planning and keep them on
track for graduation. The new
degree report may affect the re-
lationship between students and
advisors. Some students haven't
found advisors to be very helpful
when It comes to figuring out de-
gree requirements. This may al-
low student advisor teams to fo-
cus on more fruitful topics such
as academic goals.
The degree report will show
each student's major/minor
plans, the minimum GPA they
need to graduate, total credits
required to graduate, and how
many upper-division credits the
student needs.
The program is designed to
show the area I, II, and III course
they would still need to take. ,
Students will be able to change
their majors onthe Web site as
well. Currently, students have to
go to the registrar's office in or-
der to do this. .
The Bronco Web help line
and the LearningCenterwill be
available to. assist students who
have questions about their de-
gree progress report. However,
students are encouraged to al-
ready have an understanding
of the curriculum. Meaning the
student should choose a major,
know what general university re-
quirements are, and have an Idea
ofwhat classes need to be taken.
The report will hopefully give
students and advisors a chance
to speak on the same level. .
"Students will be able to have
mote dialogue with advisors
about career interests and edu-
cational goals instead of just the
mechanics of what classes need
to be taken," said Ebner.
teen. pokeE'gamesshQUltl:·
fold,high schools decide
BY TRMMY J. OSEIO
- Knight R.dder Newspepers
ST. PAUL, Minn. It's hip. It's
sexy. It's a fixture on cable Tv.
Ben Affleck is king.
So perhaps it's not surprising
that poker's popularity among ceo
lebrities is infecting teens. From
high school cafeterias to college
dorm rooms to professional card
clubs, teens and young adults are
playing for money, sometimes big
money. Many believe they can
beat the system.
Teens·.-mostly boys--say poker
is just a cool game that requires
strategy and quick thinking,
just the kind of talents teachers
should love. Addictions are rare,
they say.
But if addiction is rare, teens
playing cards for cash increas-
ingly is not. Principals and teach-
ers worry poker and gambling
are uncom-
fortably close
companions
and that pok-
er'snewfound
appeal may
create new
problems at
school.
"Gambling
certainlyison
the rise:' said
Beth Borgen,
principal of
Henry Sibley
High School
in Mendota
Heights,
Minn. "We're
seeing it with
everybody,
mostly males,
from craps to
cards to gam-
bling on how
many steps a
kid can jump
up."
More than
a quarter of
Minnesota
high school
senior boys
surveyed in
2001said they
played cards
for money at
least once a
month. One
in 25 said
they did so
daily. Those
numbers are
expected to
climb when
2004 results
from the Minnesota Student
Survey come out this fall.
There's no doubt poker's
popularity is rising with young
people in the metro area, said
Jerry Fuller, executive director
of the Canterbury Card Club in
Shakopee, Minn., where the pok-
er room is packed on nights and
weekends with high school se-
niors and college kids.
But far more underage teens
say they play in friends' homes or
even at school. Most say they play
for cash; sometimes a lot. Teens
R one·hundred dolllr bill Site
on e pile or doller chips It e
ClntBrburll Cud Club poker
tlble.
say it's common for pots to run
from $20 to $100.
At Apple Valley High School in
Apple Valley, Minn., this spring,
a group of some 70 teens played
poker several times each week,
said Chris Bentley, who graduat-
ed this spring.
Nationally,
halfof14· to 18-
year-old boys.
said they've
gambled for
money, accord-
ing to a 2003
survey by the
University of
Pennsylvania's
Annenberg
Public Policy
Center. Only
16 percent of
adolescent fe-
males report
having ever
gambled. One
In 10boys said
they gambled
on the Internet
at least once
In an aver-
age month.
Seven per-
cent of 22,000
Vermont high
schoolers sur-
.}
veyed recently
reported signs
of problem
j gambling.
1 Many stud-
t ies of gam·
j.bling show se-rious problems
I
·start early: one
found 86 per-
1..'1 cent of patho-
.,.~ logical gam-.,. "'I biers began
~ilJi~~k:'lbefore age 19.
,..... j Another large
i..".,.•..,;.~J study of prob-
. Jem gamblers
in Alberta, Canada, found they
began on average at 10years old.
People who develop gambling
problems usually start early, most
often in their teens, as a fun thing
to do with friends, according to
the nonprofit California Council
on Problem Gambling.
They're hardly the type most
would identify as at-risk kids.
Most are intelligent, social, con-
fident and energetic.
At first, they may win big. They
begin to feel invincible and bet
more and more.
When they eventually lose, they
gamble to win back what they've
lost, lie about or hide their losses
and borrow money to keep play-
ing all the while Insisting their
gambling is under control.
As their desperation contin-
ues, they realize they can't win
back what they've lost but con-
tinue anyway. They do anything
to continue, stealing or lying to
those around them to finance
gambling.
Of course, It takes decades for
most problem gamblers to reach
this state and most who play pok-
er or other games socially never
will.
Fraternity helps send
guardsmen to game
rebuild schools, roads and other
Integral structures.
For him, an evening out will
be a nice change of pace. "We've
been training hard. Early morn-
ings and late nights:' says Pena.
"Everybody's excited about the
game."
Pena also notes the dona-
tions are a moral booster, many
see their work as a political foot-
ball.
"We all raised our right hand
and made a pledge:' says Pena.
"So, it makes us feel like people
are behind us,"
the BSU Bookstore to donate 80
orange T-shirts to the soldiers
at the urgent request of a former
fraternity brother.
"I asked my fraternity broth:
ers to help out and sure enough,
they. came 'through:' says Sgt.
Michael Pena of the HAC.
145th Support Battalion sta-
tioned at Camp McGregor in
New Mexico.
Pena estimates there are
at least 25 to 30 former or cur-
rent BSU students training with
him heading to Iraq. Pena, who
has a wife and four children at
home, says he will be headed
out around December to help
•
BYMRRY GRRCE LUCRS
Newe Reporter
Its "Game on" for around
3600 soldiers stationed in Texas
and New Mexico with the 116th
Cavalry Brigade of the Army
National Guard. Ticket dona-
tlons from local corporations
have made it possible for these
citizen soldiers to attend the
Boise State football game against
the University of Texas at EI Paso
this Saturday. BSU's local Kappa
Sigma fraternity chapter Is also
pitching in.
Local chapter, Kappa-Rho,
has combined its efforts with
The National Council on
) Problem Gambling offers
a short quiz at www.ncp·
gambling.orgl aboucproblem/.
aboutproblem.test.asp for peo-
ple who think they may have a
problem with gambling. Another
quiz, tailored moretowards teens,
is at www.education.mcgill.ca/
gamblingl enl selfquiz.htm.
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Jon tewart and "The Daily Show"
unite politics and young people
BY AUBREY SALAZAR
Columnist
When he endearingly refers to them as "the
kids", Jon Stewart of "The Daily Show" is actually
talking about his studio audience and the view-
ers at home. The cable fake-news show - once
hosted by Craig Kilborn - is reaching viewership
heights and notoriety by making politics into
limitless entertainment.
The show's target demographic is people un-
der 30. The show bounces between serious top-
ics, guest interviews, field reporting, and ongo-
ing mini segments, and it really has no bound-
aries.
To give an example, "Daily Show" reporter
Stephen Colbert was interviewing a woman
from the California elections board. Colbert
asked the woman to describe - in a "nut shell"
_ the state of California elections. The woman
went on to fully elaborate the hurdles the board
was trying to effectively overcome with this
year's election. Colbert, with raised eyebrows,
and the seriousness of a seasoned CNN reporter
replied, "Now,can you take that long-ass answer
and put it into a nut shell like I asked you to?"
The woman, though puzzled, stuttered a second
and said, "California elections are a mess." With
,
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this sort of interview style, it still baffles one why
anyone would agree to be interviewed on "The
Dally Show" and subject themselves to this sort
of comedic patronizing. However, political fig-
ures and the like are literally lining up to be on
the program.
Sen. John Kerry recently paid a visit, Hillary
and Bill Clinton, John McCain, different best-
selling authors, Tom Cruise, and even Ed
Gillespie - chairman of the National Republican
Committee - has been on twice. No one knows
exactly why Gillespie would accept this talk
show assignment since the list of Republican
guests on the show is much shorter relative to
Democrats and Liberals.
When Gillespie was on "The Daily Show" last,
Jon Stewart tried to get him to say the "F-word"
during the interview. That was not as funny as
Gillespie attempting to ward Stewart off with his
hair-trigger laugh and flushed face. Every time
Gillespie offered up a Republican-spun talking
point, Stewart immediately delighted the audi-
ence with a witty comeback or joke. The "fake"
reporters on the show do their share of punditry
too.
During a Q & A with a random Republican
National Convention attendee, reporter
Samantha Bee asked the supporter if he was
Iraq, terrorism and the
campaign: A new low
from today, on November 2, we
make the right choice, because if
we make the wrong choice then
the danger is that we'll get hit
again and we'll be hit in a way
that will be devastating from the
standpoint of the United States,
and that we'll fall back into the
pre-91ll mind-set, if you will,
that in fact these terrorist attacks
are just criminal acts and that we
are not really at war."
Attention, voters! The election-
threat level has been elevated to
orange. Be very afraid. Ifyou vote
for our opponents, the blood will
be on your hands.
Cheney's scaremongering was
unworthy of his office. He and
President Bush are free to find
fault with Kerry's ideas on terror-
ism or his Senate voting record on
military issues (though it would
help if they described that record
_ KNIGHT RIDDER/TRIBUNE
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Vice President Cheney sank to
a new low on Thesday when he
warned voters that they'd invite
another terrorist attack if they
elect Sen. John F. Kerry as presi-
dent.
With no hint of shame, Cheney
told a crowd in Iowa: "It's abso-
lutely essential that eight weeks
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having a nice time in New York City. After his
positive response, a straight-laced Bee asked,
"Will you be having your picture taken with a
black person while you are here?" The man, still
immersed in his congenial, 'I'm on T.V:moment,
insisted "Why yes, I would." The man went on
to confess he was from Montana and they did
not have any black people living there. The man
continued, saying he was actually quite old be-
fore ever seeing one in person.
The irony becomes clear, when one realizes
that this middle-aged white guy and many more
like him are the people voting and running this
country. The laughter sometimes turns into
sheer fright or anger. Young people should be
scared though - scared enough to get informed.
"The Daily Show" often highlights deception
and double-dealing in politics.
In an interview with Gloria Borger, Vice
President Dick Cheney insisted that he had nev-
er confirmed a meeting between al-Qaida mem-
ber Mohommed Atta and a senior Iraqi official in
response to an lraq/al-Qaida link. After show-
ing this interview piece to the audience, Stewart
replied, "He absolutely never said that." Stewart
then rolled footage from Cheney's interview on
"Meet the Press" back in 2001 in which Cheney
said, "It's been pretty well confirmed that he
[Mohommed
Atta] did go to
Prague and he
did meet with
a senior offi-
cial of the Iraqi
Intelligence
Service ..:' In
typical fashion,
Stewartrespond-
ed, "Mr. Vice
President, I have
to inform you,
your pants are
on fire:' Other
major news net-
works would
have never exert-
ed themselves to
investigate and
feature such hy-
pocrisy.
At the end of
each "Daily Show" episode is a "Moment of Zen"
spotlighting a segment in the show. Here is your
"Moment of Zen": Check out "The Daily Show"
and vote on November 2.
I/No~ can
you take that
long-ass
answer and
put it into a
nut shell like I
asked you to?"
- 'Oell~ Show- reporter
Stephen Colbert mterulewmg
a Celifornle elections boerd -
member.
truthfully before trashing it).
But predicting terrorist attacks
as a result of an election amounts
to using fear to mine for votes.
The gall is breathtaking. To
hear Cheney claim that he and
President Bush are uniquely
qualified to counter terrorism,
you'd never know that it was on
their watch that 3.000 Americans
were killed in the worst terrorist
attack ever in the United States.
By no means were they uniquely
responsible, as the 9/11 panel
made clear. But neither were they
free of fault or blame, as the pan-
el's report also made quite clear.
Let's continue a review of the
record: Which presidential ticket .
has failed for three years to cap-
ture the terrorist most respon-
sible, Osama bin Laden? Bush-
Cheney.
Which team crippled the effort
to crush bin Laden and al-Qaeda
in Afghanistan bywaging awarin
Iraq that diverted resources, cost
more than 1,000American souls,
sapped the Treasury of at least
$150 billion, and failed to turn up
any WMD?Bush-Cheney.
Which "ore-9/11 mind-set"
,was Chenerreferring to: The
mind-set of the Clinton admin-
istration, which tried to kill bin
Laden? Or the mind-set of the
Bush-Cheney team, which all but
ignored bin Laden until the Twin
Towers were smoking rubble?
Their rhetoric has made it sound
as though, after the attacks, a
Democratic president would have
shrugged and gone on with busi-
ness as usual. That is ridiculous.
The only laudable aspect here
is that Cheney had the guts to
utter his claim in person, rather
than to rely on a surrogate such
as Swift Boat Veterans for Truth.
Even so, Cheney's spokeswoman
later tried to spin his words, say-
ing he "wasn't trying to connect
the dots" between a Kerry vic-
tory and another terrorist attack.
She'sright. Cheney wasn't trying"C'
to connect the dots. He connect-
edthem.
Americans understand. Mr.
Vice President, that we are re-
ally at war. Every week the flag-
draped coffins return home.
The question, despite the rheto-
ric of your campaign, is whether
the costly war on Iraq really has
made Americans safer.
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Self-delusion is
-, '
the name of the
Republican game
spoken word 16,SEPT 16 200'1
BY ROBERT STEINBRCK
Knight Ridder Newspepers
BY J.R. LRBBE
Knight Ridder Newspepers
Kerry has veterans,
loved ones seeing red
could a president speak of "liberating"
the people of a nation that now teeters on
the brink of a civil war held off not by any
exercise of democracy, but only by the
intervention of a godlike ayatollah who,
luckily for us, is named Sistani and not
Khomeini?
How else but through self-delusion
could an administratfon claim to be "win-
ning" a war on terrorism while scores of
American soldiers are being killed each
month by terrorists in Iraq, when air-
liners are crashing in Russia, buses are
blowing up in Beersheba and commuter
trains are exploding in Madrid, and while
civilians from various nations are being
kidnapped in Iraq and executed?
Oh, that's right - the president said we
can't win the war on terrorism, just be-
fore he said we could. You know things
are bad when Bush can't even get his de-
lusions straight.
Self-delusion is usually harmless, even
entertaining - until others begin to buy
into it in large numbers. There has been
an eerily cultish quality among Bush sup-
porters, His devotees have been hypnoti-
cally impervious to any evidence contra-
dicting whatever spin on reality he and
his people have put forth.
Acommission empaneled by the White
House says Bush's defense secretary
bears some responsibility for the repre-
hensible treatment of prisoners at Abu
Ghraib? Four more years! Bush refuses
to denounce the widely discredited ads
aired by Swift Boat Hypocrites for Truth
despite their implicit insult to all war
veterans? Four more years! Bush's own
envoy concludes there probably were
no weapons of mass destruction in Iraq
when Bush chose to attack?Four more
years! The 9-11Commission reveals Bush
did little despite being handed a docu-
ment a month before the Sept. 11 attacks
entitled, "Bin Laden determined to strike
in U,S.?" Four more years!
-It's disconcerting when a leader can
induce adoring followers to believe what
he says over the reality that should be evi-
dent to their own eyes and ears. It almost
makes you want to cry out, Snap out of it!
Don't drink the Kool-Aid! .
I don't think we can win the war on ter-
ror.
Wait! Wait! Forget I said that! We can
win the war on terror! We can! We can!
I half expected to see President Bush
holding Toto and furiously clicking his
ruby slippers together, so certain was he
that simply by repeating a belief, he could
makeitso.
Yet Bush's 24-hour pirouette regarding
the winnability of the war on terrorism
- easily the flippest of flops yet seen in a
presidential campaign laced with accu-
sations of same - provided an appropri-
ate backdrop for last week's Republican
National Self-Delusionfest at Madison
Square Garden.
The theme of the convention - indeed,
of the entire GOP presentation this elec-
tion cycle - seemed to be, Ifwe say some-
thing often enough, no matter how inac-
curate, laughable or downright ludicrous,
it becomes reality.
How else but through self-delusion
could a political 'party stage its conven-
tion deep within a formidable, neighbor-
hood-strangling armed defensive bunker,
-having placed New Yorkunder a level-or-
ange terrorism alert, and still take credit
for making Americans "safer?"
How else but through self-delusion
could an administration underfund its
own education program by $9.5 billion, '
underfund veterans benefits and close
VAhospitals, call the outsourcing of jobs
overseas a good thing, and cut back ac-
cess to overtime, while 1.3 million addi-
tional Americans fell below the poverty
line and 1.4 million became newly un-
insured in the last year alone - and still
claim to be the party of "compassion?"
How else but through self-delusion
could a president turn a projected $5 tril-
lion federal surplus into a projected $5
trillion deficit, create the largest annual
budget deficit in U.S. history, and pre-
side over a net loss of a million jobs while
personal bankruptcies hit all-time highs,
and still claim to be steward of a "strong"
economy?
How else but through self-delusion
One's political view is often colored
by the prism used to see the world
during a particular moment in time.
These days, mine is red.
Not red as in "red state, blue state,"
but red as in the blood of three U.S.
contractors who were killed last week
when their headquarters in Kabul,
Afghanistan, were bombed.
Red as in anger over the senseless-
ness of the suicidal cowards who
murdered good men who were try-
ing to bring stability and democratic
principles to a nation throwing off
the stranglehold of militant religious
fundamentalism.
Red as in the alarm raised among
the U.S. advisers at my husband's
compound in Kandahar, where they
had been enjoying a week's holiday
away from training Afghan recruits
in the basics of democratic policing
before news of their slain colleagues
reached them.
Red as in eyes stinging with tears at
the thought of dead Afghan children
whose only crime was wanting to be
close to Americans who handed out
smiles and sweets.
This is the prism through which I
view the 2004 presidential election.
It is the prism that will not allow
me to see John Kerry as commander
in chief of this country's armed forc-
es during war.
Forget about what did or did not oc-
cur in 196Bon that Swift boat in the
Mekong Delta, or how much Kerry
bled to get three Purple Hearts and
a truncated four-month tour of duty.
Even his anti-war activism can, to a
point, be pardoned. Great democra-
cies allow for dissent, especially in
times ofwar.
But what cannot be forgotten - or,
for millions of veterans, forgiven
- was his decision to align with com-
munist sympathizers and make ac-
cusations that sounded as if every
man in a uniform was cutting the
ears off Vietnamese civilians when
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troops were still in-country.
One of those troops was my hus-
band, who in 1971was patrolling the
Vietnamese jungle around Cam Ranh
Baywith nothing but a dog and an M-
16between him and the enemy.
Many veterans will forever see red
when they look at the junior senator
from Massachusetts.
Unfortunately, America has heard
more about Kerry's Vietnam-era es-
capades than it has about his 19years
on Capitol Hill. And his campaign
wants it that way. If you want to see
world-class shuckin' and [ivin', ask a
Kerry supporter: "So what did your
candidate do during almost 20 years
in the U.S. Senate?"
That was exactly the question
posed Tuesday, to Bob Borosage,
co-director of the Campaign for
America's Future, when he appeared
on National Public Radio's The Diane
RehmShow. '
Borosage, whose Web site touts "in-
formation you need to challenge the
latest outrages from the Bush admin-
istration," answered the caller with a
monologue about Kerry's plans once
in the White House. He offered not
a word about Kerry's Senate record,
which is conspicuous for its absence
of any major legislation bearing the
K!lrryname.
Politicos are known by the votes
they cast,' so Kerry can be evalu-
ated by the special-interest group
ratings that Project Vote Smart col-
lected on him. Kerry scored 100 per-
cent approval ratings from NAHAL
Pro-Choice America, the Brady
Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence,
the AFL-CIO, the National Education
Association, the Alliance for Retired
Americans and the American Public
Health Association.
He's chalked up a record that puts
him squarely in league with the na-
tion's liberal ideologues.
There is a caveat to Kerry's "voting"
record: Ofthe 17key Senate bills that
the Project Vote Smart used to rate
lawmakers, Kerry actually voted on
only six. He expressed approval or
disapproval of five others, but with
his penchant for switching positions
on issues, one should keep that white
correction fluid handy,
One vote he did commit to paper
was a "no" for the $B6.5 billion in
emergency funds for military opera-
tions and reconstruction in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
Once again, veterans and their
, loved ones are seeing red.
Applications can be picked up' at The Arbiter
Application deadline is Sept. 30, 2004 by 5pm
\
Position includes monthly
salary and full fee scholarship
Applications must be submitted to
Brad Arendt, The Arbiter,
1910 University Dr., Boise, 10 83725
Contact Brad Arendt at 345-8204 x101
or email barendt@boisestate.edu for
information about application requirements.
The Atbiter
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Bronco girls soccer hits the road this weekend
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BY JRMES BRKER
Sports Writer
"W" against Montana, with goals
from. senior BreeAnn Milligan
and sophomore Brennan Lau,
both netted their first of the sea-
son.
.Montana started a comeback
and was able to cut the lead in
half with a headshot by Lindsay
Winans, which lead into half-
time. After the intermission,
both teams' defenses turned on
the heat, and left the remainder
of the match scoreless, allowing
BSUto hold on to the win.
All three teams that competed
this weekend had split records,
going 1-1-0. Several members
of Boise's team were named
to the Soccer Etc. Nike Classic
All-Tournament team, includ-
ing Libby Johnson and Cassidy
Temple on defense; and Milligan
and Lau on offense. Milligan was
also named Co-MVP along with
Montana's Nikki Bolstad.
The Broncos travel to Utah this
weekend for another two-game
stint. The team will take on Utah
-Valley State on Friday in Orern,
Utah, followed by a match-up
with the Utah Utes on Sunday in
Salt Lake City. The Wolverines of
UVSCare 1-4-1 so far this season
and are coming off a tough loss to
Gonzaga on Sunday. They led 2-0
at one point, but Gonzaga scored
three times in less than six min-
utes to seal the deal.
The Utes are coming off a
weekend that looked very similar
to BSU's. Utah competed in the
Wake Forest Adidas Classic and
split their two games also. They
defeated Denver on Friday 3-1
and then lost to Colorado 1-0 on
Sunday. The Utes are currently 3-
2-1 overall.
After the weekend in Utah, the
Broncos will return home next
Friday to face Idaho at the Boas
Complex. Then the ladies will
travel to Idaho State next Sunday.
'On a rainy afternoon this past
Sunday, the Broncos ended the
2004 Soccer Etc. Nike Classic
at the Boas Tennis and Soccer
Complex with a 2-1 victory over
Montana. The Broncos are off to
a solid start to the season with a
4-2 overall record.
The Bronco ladies were faced
with an upsetting loss on Friday
to Minnesota earning their first
home loss in the past 6 matches,
and were shut out in the process-
3-0. However, they were able to
bounce back Sunday and take the
#23 BOISE STATE BRONCOS 2-0 [O.-D] UTEP MINERS 1-1 [0-0] ~"
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BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Writer
The Boise State Broncos take the nation's
longest winning streak on the road this
weekend. After beating Oregon State 53-34
last Friday for the program's first win over
a PAC-lOteam, the Broncos will begin their
quest for a third straight Western Athletic
Conference title against the UTEP Miners
(1-1,0-0 WAC)Saturday, at 7:05 p.m, at the.
Sun Bowl in El Paso, Texas.
Nationally ranked (23rd AP, 23rd ESPNI
USAToday Coaches Poll) for the first time
ever in September, the Broncos (2-0, 0-0
WAC)will play their first road game after
impressive wins at home in front of con-
secutive record-setting sellout crowds at
Bronco Stadium.
Following the win over the Beavers, quar-
terback Jared Zabransky and linebacker
Korey Hall were named WACoffensive and
defensive players of the week on Monday.
Zabransky, a sophomore from Herminston,
Oregon, threw three touchdowns and
rushed for one more against the Beavers.
He also completed 20-34 passes while rush-
ing for a game-high 73 yards. Hall, also a
sophomore, had the most impressive game
of his young career as a Bronco. The Glenns
Ferry native intercepted three passes and
recorded four tackles. The first of his three
picks was the start of the Broncos' turn-
around after a shaky first quarter. After
a Derek Anderson pass was deflected by
Andy Avalos, Chris Carr tipped it once more
until Hall finally got his hands on it. After
eluding a couple of Beaver offensive players
on the sideline, Hall darted down the field
46 yards for the touchdown. The play gave
the Broncos the momentum and they never
looked back. '
Saturday will be the fifth meeting be-
tween the two schools, with the Broncos
dominating the series 4-0. Last year the
Broncos beat the Miners 51-21 at Bronco
Stadium. This will be only the second
meeting at the Sun Bowl in ElPaso. The first
meeting came in 2002 when the Broncos
drubbed UTEP 58-3.
Phone:
333-0831
The Broncos have blasted Idaho and
Oregon State by a combined score of 118-41,
leading the nation in scoring. If the trend
continues, it would be the fourth season in
the last five that the Broncos won the scor-
ingtitle.
The Miners have a new head coach, but
he has a history against Boise State. Mike
Price took over the helms of the team dur-
ing the offseason and has faced the Broncos
on 12 different occasions, Eight, of those
games came as head coach of Weber State
and four as the head coach at Washington
State. Price was 2-6 against the Broncos
with Weber State, and was a perfect 4-0 over
BSUas Cougar head coach.
The Miners are coming off their first de-
fensive shutout in 13 seasons against Weber
State last Saturday 32-0. In their first game
of the season, the Miners lost on the road to
Arizona State, 41-9.
Under center for the Miners this season is
Jordan Palmer, the younger brother of 2002
Heisman Trophy winner and starting quar-
terback of the Cincinnati Bengals, Carson
Palmer. He is the second sibling of an NFL
quarterback that the Broncos will face this
season, the other being Vandal quarterback
Michael Harrington who is the younger
brother of Joey Harrington of the Detroit
Lions.
Running back Howard Jackson has been
a bright spot for the Miners this season--
leading the team with 220 yards rushing,
and scoring three touchdowns. Sophomore
kicker Reagan Schneider was named
Monday as the WACspecial teams player of
the week. Schneider scored 14 points and
kicked a school record four field goals. The
14 points scored were the most by a Miners
kicker since 1987.
Bronco safety Cam Hall should be ready
to go this week after missing the Oregon
State game with a foot injury he suffered -
last week in practice.
The game will be the first WAG game
of the season for both teams and will be
broadcasted locally on KBCI-TVChannel 2
by SportsWest.
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;BSU volleyball team sweep. .
, '
i~theBengals in three games
....Ot·
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer
the ball to the outside and score,"
said Bronco head coach Scott
Sandel.
The .Broncos had nine total
team blocks and a .356 attack per-
centage. The Bengals had eight to-
tal team blocks and a .037 attack
percentage. Junior outside hitter
Felice Yocopis led the Bengals in
kills with seven. Senior outside
hitter Ali Gorny had 11 blocks
against the solid Bronco offense.
Sophomore middle blocker
Cameron Flunder led the Broncos
in kills with 15.Junior outside hit-
ter Telia Peterson made her pres-
ence known as well with 12 kills
and 14defensive digs. Sophomore
, libero Jackie Stroud had 10defen-
sive digs. Junior outside hitterl
middle blocker Kim Fenneman '
had 7 defensive digs. Freshman
outside hitter stepped up for the
Broncos with 10kills and five de-
fensive digs.
For the last three seasons com-
bined the Broncos have only reo
corded eight wins. This is equal to
the number of wins the Broncos
have recorded in the first three
weeks of the 2004 season. The
Broncos are humbled and even
though this was a huge victory
for the program, the team began
mentally preparing for this week-
end before the fans had filed out
ofthegym.
The Broncos will host the
Northwest Challenge this week-
end with Florida A&M,Montana
and Washington. Montana has
an overall record of 2-5 and will
be led by Claudia Houle who av-
erages 3.9 kills and 2.34 digs.
Florida A&Mis 4-2 on the season
with one of those wins against the
former third-ranked Nebraska
team. Florida A&Mwill be led by
Adriana Kostadinova who aver-
ages 55 kills and 3.6 digs.
The Broncos are pumped to
play third-ranked Washington,
ranked 6-0 on the season and led
by Christal Morrison who aver-
ages 4.53 kills, 2.35 digs and 0.94
blocks per game. The Broncos
are ready to prove that they can
compete on a higher level and
the match against Washington
will give the Broncos the oppor-
tunity, Competition will be fierce
as Washington looks to keep their
winning streak alive. '
The opening match of the
Northwest challenge will be
played Friday at 5 p.m. between
WashingtonandFloridaA&M.The
Broncos will take the court at 7:30
p.m, against Montana. Montana
will then play Washington at 10
a.m. Saturday. At 12:30 p.m, the
Broncos will take on FloridaA&M.
Florida will then play Montana at
5:30 Saturday evening. The final
match and possibly the most an-
ticipated match of the tourna-
ment will be at 8 p.m. between
the Broncos and Washington.
''',~ The Broncos improved their
"" J record to 8-1 Tuesday night after
u,. defeating the Idaho State Bengals
:;:. for the first time since September
c: of 2000. The Broncos dominat-
ed the momentum of the match
." from the time the ball was in play
_J'" and won in three games 30-22, .
,4 "30-21,30-21.
.sn Idaho State scrambled to make
, J',~'a comeback but the speed and
,:;:';;solid blocking presence of the
,::~ Bronco front line was too much
:;'" for the Bengals to handle.
"The Bengals had trouble keep-
"", ing up with our speed and this
1JI opened up a lot of room to drive
UII you haven't seen the movie with a live audience,
mark your calendar. It's outrageous, chaotic and...
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Starts Friday, Sept. 17th!
Egyptian Theatre- 700 Main Street • Boise> 2081345-0454
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Men's tennis coach Greg Patton and Wife
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Student callers are needed
fromSept. 27 - Oct. 28
to run the phon - a-than.
Must work at least two nights a week
'(you pick the nights, can
work additional shifts)
- 5-8 p.m. Sunday- ,
-6-9 p.m. Mon.-Thurs. ~
Calling takes place in the
Student Union Building
Call: (208) 426-1747 to make an appointment
-or-
visit our website at http://career.boisestate.edu
Career Planning
Major Exploration
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Job Listings
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Issue' of
security
BY BEN BOLCH
Los Rngeles Times
Major League Baseball advis-
es its players not to engage un-
ruly fans in an attempt to avoid
nasty altercations such as tile
one that unfolded Monday night
in Oakland, where TexasRanger
reliever Frank Francisco hu'rled
a chair, injuring two spectators.
But recommendations easily
can be ignored when personal
safety becomes an issue.
"If they attack youor one of
your friends, what are you sup-
posed to do, back away?" said
Alex Cora. whose Los Angeles
Dodger teammates chased a
fan into the stands at Wrigley
Field in May 2000 after the fan
allegedly struck catcher Chad
Kreuter on the head and took
his cap.
"We were just trying to de-
fend him. Itwasn't that people
went up there just to exchange
blows."
The fallout from that inci-
dent was staggering. The com-
missioner's office ordered sus-
pensions and fines against the
Dodgers totaling 45 games and
$71,000. Ronald Camacho, ini-
tially arrested for disorderly
conduct after being mobbed
by Dodger players, was award-
ed $775,000 in civil penalties
assessed against the Chicago
Cubs and Dodgers.
Awoman who suffered a bro-
ken nose after being hit in the
head Monday night at Network
Associates Coliseum by the
chair thrown by Francisco said
she intended to press criminal
charges. Francisco, arrested
Tuesday morning and charged
with aggravated battery, a felo-
nyis also expected to receive a
lengthy suspension from base-
ball .
While the Rangers and
Oakland Athletics disagreed
over who was to blame for the
altercation, which occurred in
the ninth inning after Texas'
Alfonso Soriano homered to tie
the scoreat 5~5,'Ranger owner
Tom Hicks apologized, say-
ing that "even in a difficult or
abusive environment, players
should never be provoked into
such actions."
Commissioner Bud Selig
echoed that sentiment in a
statement, saying, "There is no
excuse whatsoever for any at-
tack of our fans by any of our
players under any circumstanc-
es."
While baseball security per- ,
sonnel advises players to avoid
potential conflicts with fans,
several Dodger and Anaheim
Angel players said they were
unaware of any formal proto-
col they are supposed to follow
if they are verbally or physically
abused by fans.
Bullpens on the playing field,
such as the one in foul terri-
tory down the right-field line at
Network Associates Coliseum,
site of Monday's fracas, can be
a magnet for trouble because
they place visiting players in
close proximity with fans.
"The fans are right on top
of you in Oakland, and they're
probably the most outgoingly
obnoxious fans in the league,"
said Angel closer Troy Percival,
who sald he's had beer spilled
on him and peanuts tossed at
him there.
The bullpens at Dodger and
Angel stadiums are behind out-
field walls. giving players an
extra measure of protection,
security officials say. At Dodger
Stadium, there is a security of-
ficer stationed in the visitors'
bullpen and more officers near-
by on a platform in the right-
field pavilion.
.-._-- --_.-
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Bartman's •.
spirit lives
on in infamy
in Chicago
BY MIKE BERARDINO
South Florida Sun,-Sentlnel
"
CHICAGO Blair Flavel walked
I through the portal, gazed out'
at the green expanse of Wrigley
Field on a gorgeous Saturday af-,
, ternoon and showed his ticket to
an usher.
"on; my God," the elderly man
told Flavel, recolling at the sight
of his stub for this Marlins-Cubs
game. "You're in the Bartman
seat."
It usually sits empty, the locals
say. An unlikely monument of
hard, green plastic at the end of
Row 8, Aisle 4 down the left-field
line.
"Most Chicagoans Won't sit
there," said Debra Miller of
Homewood, Ill., sitting two seats
over.
Seat 113 costs the same $36 as
all the others in the section. It is
covered: with 12 small, circular
Cubs decals, but otherwise you'd
never guess this is the spot where
Steve Bartman stood last Oct. 14
, and helped change the course of
baseball history.
Bynow every Marlins and Cubs
fan has the sequence burned into
their memories: Game 6 of the
National League Championship
Series. Eighth inning. Cubs up,
3-0. Five outs from their first pen-
I , nantin 58 years.
WithJuanPierreonsecond,Luis
" Castillo lofts a foul pop that drifts
into the first row of curved seats.
Chicago's Molses Alou leaps and
thrusts his outstretChed glove
into athicket of fans, 'only to have
Bartman knock it away.
Alou threw a fit., Cubs pitcher
Mark Prior walked Castillo. in the
visitil}$ dugout, the'Matlins were
walkiTIg around' Saying, "Hey,
let's make that guy, Qjartman)
famous." Eight' runs- later, the
inning finally indOO, and 110, ef-
fectively, did Bartman's life as he
knew it.
He is 27 now and still lives in
the city's western suburbs. A ru-
mored petition for a job transfer
to London apparently never came
through. .
Bartman quickly went under-
ground after security workers
had to escort him out of the field-
level boxes and away from an an-
gry mob. He issued a statement
of remorse in the days after the
Cubs blew the NLCS, but other.
wise hasn't been heard from pub-
licly in the last 11 motitllS. And
he hasn't been back to Wrigley to
watch his beloved CUbs. '
"I'm sure, being a Cubs fan,
he's had a lotof sleepless nights
since then," sllid: Plavel, opera-
tions managerfor a farm machin-
ery company.
Flavel, 40, was watching
Game 6 on TV back in Regina,
Saskatchewan, Canada,'Witb his
cousin. They could immediat~ly
sense the momentum shift after
the Bartman play.' ,
Of course, Flavel also correctly
noted Bartman's sin might have
been forgiven had former Cubs
shortstop Alex Gonzalez not
booted Miguel Cabrera's double-
play grounder two batters later. ,
"Steve only did what any fan
would do in the heat of the mo-
. ment," Flavel said. "Right now,
I'm not sure I wouldn't put my
arm over the wall if a ball came
this way. He was just in the wrong
place at the wrong time. If he
could take it back, he certainly
would."
One row back, BradRendell just
shook his head.
"They blew up the ball," said
Rendell, who lives in nearby
Winnetka, Ill. "Ithlnkthey should
rip the seat out and blowlt up too.
They'd get a huge crowd."
Flavel, sporting jeans, a Cubs
cap and a Cubs jersey, just like
Bartman last October, turned
around to make sure the seat
wouldn't be blown up with hIm
still in it.
Rendell was sitting with his 14-
year-old daughter, Brittany, and
9-year-old son, Austin, who kept'
leanIng over the ralling with his
glove. Rendell, like many other
Cub fans, falls somewhere be-
tween bemusement,' anger and
sympathy when it comes to
Bartman.
Rendell's health club has a
large, doctored photo of Bartman
on Its walls. A Billy goat is super-
imposed in a nod to the other
great curse in Cubs history.
"It's funny, but it's unfortunate
too," Rendell said. "Actually, I do
feel bad for the guy because he
Cubs! fan Stevs Bartman, who
Interfered With a MOlses Rlou catch
In the eighth inning of gama SIX of
the NLCS
gets singled out."
What would these fans say to
Bartman if theyhad the chance?
Earlier, in the Cubs clubhouse,
Prior said he might ask Bartman
how he was doing and tell him,
"Don't worry about it,':;;
Plavel's reply: "I'd tell him, 'Hey,
buddy, It's not your fault." "
At this Debra Miller's husband,
David, piped up.
"You know (what) I'd say?"
Miller said. " 'Hey, sorry. You got
caught up in the moment, but you
are still the goat,' End of story,"
As the good-natured debate
raged on, the Cubs roared out of a
two-run hole to hand the Marlins
a 5-2 loss. They used a four-run
eighth Inning to improve to 8-
o all-time with Flavel in the
stands,
With fellow Canadian Ryan
Dempster picking up his first win
since elbow surgery, Flavel stood
at the Bartman seat and pumped
his fists overhead. Was this
-cheery visitor exorcising some of
the seat's demons?
"The best way to put all this to
an end is for the Cubs to win the
wild card and then the World
Series," Flavel said, "We're going
to break the curse one of these
years,"
Poor Steve Bartman can only
hope.
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Cal game at So.
Miss postponed.
could do it," said Tom Moore, a
meteorologist for the Weather
Channel who is based inAtlanta.
BERKELEY, Calif. When "It's a close call, but it's a little
Cal football coach Jeff Tedford more apparent that the eye of
was trying to make a decl- the storm is going to hit in the
sion whether to send his play- western panhandle of Florida.
ers to Hattiesburg, Miss., with On Sunday we were worried
Hurricane Ivan bearing down that it was going to hit farther
on the gulf coast, he just thought west when it made landfall. But
of facing their parents. things changed (Monday). The
"Mother Nature has taken its hurricane has made its turn
course:' Tedford said. "We had north and west already. We're
to show some responsibility as pretty sure it's going to move to-
, educators ..We are not going to ward the east now.
put these kids in danger," "Of course, at the very least,
Therefore, the Cal at Southern they are going to have some pret-
Mississippi game scheduled for ty bad weather in Hattiesburg.
Thursday night has been post- In the western part of this storm,
poned. The game, which was they are going to see some
tobe televised by ESPN, would squalls of wind and rain. It's not
have earned Cal $300,000 with going to be a pleasant situation.
an additional $200,000 going to But rarely do you see lightning
the rest of the teams in the Pac- in these kinds of storms,"
10. Southern Miss coach Jeff
1f the rescheduled game isn't Bower was looking forward to
televised, Southern Miss will the opportunity for his team to
lose $140,000 in television rev- faceNo.10-rankedCal(2·0). The
enue with Conference USA los- Golden Eagles (1-0) are coming
ing an additional $360,000 that off a 21-17win over Nebraska.
would have been divided among "I've been here a long time
the other conference teams, as an assistant and head coach
"The safety of our fans and (26 total seasons) and this is the
the teams that are involved in best team that has ever come in
this game (is) the No. 1 prior- here," Bower said. "This is a big,
ity," Southern Miss athletic di- strong, athletic team, the real
rector David Hansen told the deal,"
Associated Press. "(Cal) is not Tedford wanted to keep the
used to hurricanes and they've momentum of his team's first
got a long ways to come. We do two victories rolling, so he
not want to bring them here and . 'looked into rescheduling the
not playa football game," game for Saturday.
Associate Olthletic director "The bus companies are
Dan Coonan said Cal would at- swamped trying to get people
tempt to reschedule the contest out of that area," Tedford said.
early in December (most likely "We've been consulting weath-
Dec. 4) although administrators er experts and we actually have
from both universities would a hurricane expert on campus.
have to iron out the details. He advised us that it would not
Whether ESPN will pick up the be safe to take our team into
game remains to be seen. that."
Hurricane Ivan was a Category "It wasn't like the team was in
5 hurricane on Monday as shock when Coach Tedford an-
it chugged toward the gulf nounced it (on Monday)," said
coast with landfall expected Cal senior wide receiver Geoff
Wednesday. McArthur. "You are not going to
"My gut feeling is that if they put your team at risk."
had to play this game, they
, BY JRY HEATER
Knight Rlddar Newspapers
I' Coaches all but Immouableobjects
men who entered the profes- wonder iflast year's correction to
slon when Bud Wilkinson" Bear 10-3was a sign Bowden is gearing
Bryant and Woody Hayes were for another championship run
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. still prowling sidelines. or if It's the best they can expect
There's no getting rid of Bobby While Bowden and Paterno now. Bowden's teams have lost
Bowden and Joe Paterno now. are destined to be remembered more games the three past sea-
Poised to resume chasing each with Knute Rockne, Amos Alonzo sons (12) than they did the previ-
other deeper into uncharted ter- Stagg and Pop Warner as among ous six.
ritory in the college football re- the college game's greatest coach- < After that unprecedented run
cord books, the game's elder es, that doesn't mean they're as of 14 consecutive years with a
statesmen begin this new season beloved as they once were. '!'hat's final, top five Associated Press
.; with l! rare type of security even the nature of today's fans. With ranking (including two national
,.. ungrateful alumni can't crack. more losses than they're accus- titles); the 'Noles haven't cracked
Deep into their 70s now, well tomed the last few seasons, these the top 10 in the final AP pall in
Into their sixth decades roaming coaches face inevitable questions three seasons. It'll be tough to
sidelines, they're enjoying the about how long they plan to con- reach those heights after their
Immortal feeling only bronze can time to coach. Or,worse yet, how 16-10 overtime loss to Miami on
bestow. - long they should be permitted to Sept. 10.
In a little more than two weeks, continue if they can't keep build- It's worse for Paterno, who will
on the eve of the Clemson game, ing on their remarkable records. turn 78 at season's end.
Florida State officials will unveil There are insiders who believe Paterno's Nittany Lions are
a 9-foot bronze statue of Bowden they'll never retire. looking to rebound from a stum-
adjacent to the north end zone at "One of those two will die ble to 3·9, Paterno's worst record
Doak Campbell Stadium. on the field, I'm sure," Tommy in 38 years as coach in Happy
"From what I've heard, they Bowden said. Valley. It was his third losing sea-
ran out of money and bronze and Bobby Bowden is the win- son in the pastfour. Penn State
they're going to make him thin," ningest football coach in Division won just a single Big Ten game a
cracked Clemson coach Tommy I-A, with 342 victories. He over- year ago.
Bowden, Bobby's son. "It's not took Paterno, beatingWakeForest The winner of two national ti-
realistic, so I'm going to get some on Oct. 25. Paterno claimed his tles, orchestrator of five perfect
red clay and fix that belly." 340th a season-opening victory seasons, Paterno witnessed the
Bowden is truly larger than life agalnst Akron, but his team fell unthlnkable last year. Aweb site
now, while Paterno has been for last weekend to Boston College. tltledJoePaMustGo.com made its
some time. They both surpassed the legend" debut, and it's still up and run-
Outside the east end zone at ary Bryant and his 323~victory ning.
Penn State's Beaver Stadium, a mark with much fanfare. " "I may be back coaching high
7-foot bronze image of Paterno How long have these two been schoolfootballnextyear," Paterno
that weighs nearly half a ton was around? Holtz, 67, is theclos- cracked last week.
erected four seasons ago. est active Division I coach in With grumbling growing early
Not many coaches end up in wins, and he trails Bowden by 99. this year, Paterno silenced spec-
bronze, even fewer while they're Bowden has more than double ulation he would walk away by
still alive, almost none while the victories of the next nearest signing a four-year contract ex-
they're still coaching. coach (Frank Beamer, 167). tension that runs through 2008.
No other college footbail "Everytlme Ilook at that Istat- He would be 82when the deal ex-
coaches today--apologies to Lou ue), I keep thinking, Lord, does plred,
Holtz.-rank in the living-legend this mean I'm through?" Bowden Bowden is believed to be signed
class with Bowden and Paterno. said. "~ , , through at least 2008. The nature
They're the lone survivors of a Bowden, who wlll turn 75 on of his rollover contract is a bit of
bygone era, giants whose perso- Nov. 8, has watched his program a mystery.
nas loom as large as their records, slip a notch, leaving boosters to "I don't even know what Dad's
NEED QUICKCASH?
BY RRNDALL MELL
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contract is,"Tommy ~aid. "I think
it's whatever he wanted,"
Though the adulation may not
be as fervent as it was in their
prime, these coaches still enjoy
, whatthey're doing. ,
During preparation for the sea-
son opener, Paterno' must have
frightened his coaching staff,
when he lined up with the kick-
off coverage team, then sprinted
down the field into oncoming
blockers.
"I wanted to show the guys
that I'm still faster than they
are:' Paterno said. "One guy said,
'Don't get in my way, I've been
waiting for a shot at Paterno,' "
Concerned that his team has
been too uptight living up to ex-
pectations, the coach is making
a concerted effort to focus on the
fun that led him into the game.
"I stayed in the game because I
enjoy the game myself," Paterno
said.
I
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BAM
delivers a
bangin
Boise
"
MICHRELR G. HERLIHY
Culture Writer
]he Boise Art Museum delivered a bang with the
50th Annual Art in the Park celebration. Artists from
various parts of the country filled lulia Davis Park
a~ they showcased their work alongside food ven-
dors ready to tempt taste buds with tasty creations.
Park visitors walked around and explored a variety
of artists' works. Eyes danced from wall hangings
t~ windsocks, from pastels to pressed copper. There
was also a multitude of bizarre furniture, jewelry,
and clothing. After perusing the park, enthusiastic
crowd members enjoyed live entertainment from
Stacey Board and her acoustic guitar and jazz with
tne Frim Fram Fellas In the Sculpture Garden Pub
located behind the art museum.
'With over 265 artists participating In this year's
show, a myriad of mediums could be found; from
pieces created with wood, glass, and different fab-
rics and paints, each artist had something to offer
that was unique to their character and hands. Don J.
Dye, a copper repousse artist, creates amazing irn-
apes by carving amaster wooden mold and pressing
oopper into it. He uses automotive lacquer to add
color to die copper and then he bakes it. As the acids
from the paint mix with the copper while baking,
spme of the colors start to bubble leaving a unique
fInish to the completed product. When asked how
~e got into working with copper Dye replied, "I just
kept trying different things until I found something
that worked. I wanted to create something that
was visually pleasing that could also be touched."
I\lthough most of his images are of wildlife, he also
does some beautiful work .with flowers. Dye re-
marked that time spent on the Hawaiian Island of
~auai has been much of his inspiration.
Although no copper was displayed in Jill Haney-
Neal's booth, the collection of creative paintings
of "Jill's Wild (but tasteful) Women and Friends"
caught the attention ofmany eyes. Men and women
alike were drawn to the booth to giggle and smirk
. (some may have even blushed) over the Images of
women emerging from stemmed martini glasses
with catchy titles such as a red head dressed in olive
green named "VeryDirty," The bold body language
of the women in the paintings draws you into the
world of a girls' night out while celebrating the fe-
males' indulgence in things like alcohol and choco-
late.
Perhaps daVinci's motivation for Mona Lisa's
smile was to portray a prude woman who just vis-
ited "Jill'sWild Tasteful Women and Friends booth,"
but photo collage artist Barry Kite may argue that
liIona Lisa was trying to keep her poker face during
~n intense game. In his piece titled "Whose Bet,"
~ite portrays five images of the Mona Lisa sitting
~round a table gambling in a bar. People of all ages
arowded the Abberant Art booth to see' how Kite
dikes well-known art and mixes it with humor to
c7eate a funky spin on traditionally celebrated piec-
~s. If there was an award for an artist that delivered
tpe most laughs, Kite would definitely have taken it
home.
: Graphic designer, artist and illustrator Ward P.
Hooper didn't have to travel far from home to make
this weekend's show. Hooper, who received his art
~ducation at Boise State University, brought his
~ollection of "vintage advertising" style to be dis-
played, The artist draws on his love of history and
~lasslc advertising for motivation to create vintage
advertisements of a variety of places including:
McCall, Sun Valley, Stanley, and Boise; as well as
California and Florida.
In addition to the music, stunning artwork, and
35 plus food vendors, Art in the Park was an oppor-
tunity for children to explore their creative side. A
large tent filled with art supplies was set up in the
center of the park. Kids were encouraged to use
their hands, individuality, and the supplies pro-
vided by BAMto come and create something new.
Working with volunteers, the kids created visors to
protect themselves from Saturdays heat and book-
marks to use while reading their favorite books.
Ifyou were not able to make it to celebrate'Art in
the Park, you can still get a glimpse of some of the
, showcased art. Below are acounle flln links to a few
Art in the Park artist Web sit;s~r -- --- -- ,
, - Jill Haney-Neal: www.jill-neal-art.com>Ward P.Hooper: www.wardhooper.com
"
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JRNR HOFFMRN
Culture Writer
heard before, or ones you wish you
could hear more often. Turn your
dial to 730 AM, or go to the Boise
State Radio Web site at radio.bois-
estate.edu. Under the links menu,
click "student radio," The link will
take you directly to the schedule of
shows, plus it has a link that allows
you to listen online. .
Pat Benolkin, student radio lead-
er, said that listening online is the
best way to do it, "One of our biggest
problems is that we are an AM sta-
tion; and as much as we could get
the word out, half the people can't
even pick up the transmission," The
signal is a bit weak because KBSU
turns down the frequency at night
to prevent interference with an out
of state station operating on the
same frequency. If you have a con-
nection to the Internet, it's the best
way to listen.
There is incentive for your trou-
bles. Benolkin said the shows are
more than interesting, "The differ-
own show on Tuesday nights called
"Subconcious Frequencies," where
.he puts out some sweet electroni-
ca, but is a DJ as well. His vision for
student radio is bigger than its pres-
ent reality and he plans on seeing
it through to some good changes -,
Enough funds should be arriving
within the next couple of months to
build a studio where student radio
can train interested learners, mak-
ing involvement much more fea-
.sible, At this point, only those who
have taken Communications' 269
have access' to student recording
labs. Shortly, anyone capable and
having a hankering to do 'a show can
be trained and ready to go in a mat-
ter of a fewweeks. Way to go student
radio.
Catch Pat Benolkin spinning the
goods tomorrow night at Poblanos
in downtown Boise from 10 p.m.-
2 a.m. and stay tuned to 730 AM.
That's a wrap.
Tired of commercialized radio
ruining all those what-could-have-
been-awesome songs, overplayed
to the point that you want to run
your car into expensive, inanimate
objects? Then Boise State Student
Radio is the right radio for you.
Even if you aren't bored by com-
mercial radio, student radio has the
stuff that would make any music lov-
er drool with delight. It's choice. The
mixes are handpicked by student DIs
listening outside the mainstream
comatose consciousness. This stuff
is alive, and the people running the
shows aren't "run" by anyone. They
are students at Boise State, and they
want to give you the goods.
Twelve hours a week, Boise State
Radio (KBSU) gives student ra-
dio some play. From 8 p.m.-10
p.m., Sunday through Friday, you
can hear tunes you may not have
ence between us and commercial
radiois that we are totally in control
of what we play or do. We play what-
ever we want, we do whatever we
want, and we say whatever we want,
essentially. And commercial sta-
tions obviously can't. They are play-
ing the top Linkin Park song every
top of the hour. We are very free to do
whatever we want," within Federal
Communications Commission
(FCC)guidelines, of course.
Sunday nights, for instance, a
show called "Iron Rod" totes two
Mormon guys playing some music
and discussing Mormon issues. At
8:30 p.m. "The Power" comes on, a
show all about playing classic rock,
grassroots hip-hop, and other rari-
ties. At 9 p.m. is "Urabanuity"-a
show entirely devoted to doling out
hip-hop. Six nights out of the week
hold a chance for just as much grati-
fying listening enjoyment.
Benolkin, being the music afi-
cionado that he is, not only has his
STEUE-OOOOHHHHH MY EYES!
steue-o of Jackass fame
wowed the crowd a~ the
81gEasy Saturday night.
With an amazing array of
IdiotiC stunts like self-Imposed
uomltlng and squirting lemon
JUice Into hrs eye, Steue-
a lIued up to hiS "wlld-Boy"
status. Though most In the
crowd conardared the show
to be ouerrated and 'Just :11
right", many were entertained
for what It was, an "alcohollc
train wreck".
PHIJTO BY KRISTA ADAMSI ARBl'T[ft
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.Enjoy the rhymes'
. (try to spout,
. dfyou don'tlike
:<rhem, go and pout.
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\ .• ;<:',: :Iac?~~~t;::~~,;X;;";";" l'~pe,but'do iwtIet it be the last.. qulred his full attention, he went in stark contrast to the latter end bring apowerful interpretation to
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~:,I+i~);:j\<'/:,)::,·S(i~,,:.::;,;~~>\'r\:,:'~aY(jp"ithe.ardofBlackTapeorthe . It is the perfect opportunitY to late vocals of Elysabeth Grant. companied by strictly arranged,
(~;wQr~JS.m~\ip.tii1g/,i::'\ .',:b~~~~,:fo,;mder;Sam Rosenthal, look inside a musical scene rife The song 90es not progress Itself patient songs. The music as a
:;.\:fTE:st:i'fi."iS ..W.,celt.·.,., '.' ..:,does/.:tpiS,meUl'1that they are .a with quality artists. When asked with. the kind ofttansformation vvholedrips with maturity and in-
,i..;';;,'...";V" , ,";" : /i:'; , '.',new'~oup? .No. "Halo Star" IS about the change, Rosenthal re- present in songs such as "Dagger" telllgeu!=e."Halo Star" will please;;'?,\:;.:J.ffYto SJ\tl,;dY':~3 "im~c1('T~pe'sninth .release' pro- inforced that BlackTape has gone and" "Scarecrow," '.but instead the hardened BlackTape fan that
;V;;:t~o,MP t~ak<,~ pltce~ by ~r9Jekt Records,: ....".. from amore electronic and dense maintains thedepth'of emotion fell In lovewith the sounds of ear-
:?{f,' ml~?,.tlmewa~ ij'.ProJekt ISnot as underground, s<!und.tp,a~()r~ins,~rumerit (g~i~ t,hrc;mgh'out.Lisa fuer, provides lier works such as Mesmerized
"~f:,).\,TaiW~l€Jic ~:i/ a~manymaythlnk.'Theyslgneda tars and drums) onented sound. flute parts on "Gravediggers" by the Sirens, or newcomers tak-
, ., .N.
S
. l' .' d' distribution dealin 1999 that had "Something was lost in al! the and "Already Forgotten." Vicki ing the ou~stretched hand of Sam
OCIa lze an , tracks," he adds in regards to the Richards provides the violin Rosenthal for the first time. "Halo
;
Try not to freak.
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anyway ...
BY TRRUIS ESTUDLD
Proof positive: bad poetry is
easy to write.
/.,~ In lieu ofweekJy
. Garbage talk,
I thought I'd write
A poem to knock.
lt covers Jots,
,You chicken pock,
I kid, I kid,
..Iknow you rock. " ..
.,r,
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From now
until the end
of the year"
expect to see
good movies
BY REIIE RODRIGUEZ
KnightRidderNellipepere
Good news for movie buffs who don't care for
superheroes, boywizards and computer-ammated
ogres: It's safe to step baA::ktD.to the theater. :.
The fall films are upon us, which means =
Hollywood is about to unveil its Oscar hopefuls, ill:
adult-oriented dramas and other movies that will-
never, ever spawn a PaitII.l3ecaqs~" moviegoing is:
a year-round business, there Will still be plenty of"'-
noisy entertainments, time-kHling comedies and
family pictures to catch.
Here is a glance at the movies scheduled to open
between now,and year's end. All dates are subject;;;;
to change. ::
NOU.5'RleKender':OlluerStone's6150
millionepicstersCalmFerrslles ths
IsgilnderyRleKsndsrthsGreet,whohed
conqueredmostoftheknown",orldbyBgS
~7.RngellneJailS,.RnthonyHopkinsend
UelKilmerca-ster 10whBtIeeuretobes
glgBntlcspec'tscle.ButISthBresnyIIfs
Isnmpermd wsrSPICSefter'Troy'?
. ~"",' ."',, -,'; . .; .",~;~': " ." , .
.'1I0U,lQ'fbs P~lerEHpr... ~:-',
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Future')directsthlecomputer-
sOimetedsptet,onofChriS
UsnRlleburg's19B5chlldrsn's..
'book'e~ou\eboll'whottsuellitil',·
'S'snh'shomsturfon C"rIUmss".
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DEC.ID 'Ocsen'sTwelue':CsorgeCloonsy,BredPitt,JulieRobsrh,
MettOBmone dthsrsst ofthe'Ocsen'sElsusn'gsngrsturnsfor ~
morsh,gh-hchcepsrfun,thiStimethlsumgtheirlIlSYsroundths •
world,fordirectorSteusnSoderbBrgh.CBthsrmsZste'Jonee '
JomBthBshr-studdsdpBrtyBSPitt'sBK-n.mS.
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~:, Yelled out for theOrange and blue:
"Our team just
Ran over yOU!"
Yeah,Iwore
A toga too.
The things I give
ForB-S-U.
.Confessed all'
, My weekly sins,
In a column,
Aimed at grins.
.But no one read
This year ... again.
So I rocked out
To The Shins.•
Couple goals
I have this year:
Show for class,
And have no fear.
Read s'more,
But drink less ... soda.
Tell no profs to
Kiss my rear.
So anyway,
Heed what I've taught.
Like it well,
Or like it not.
I'll keep flghting
What I've fought.
Ifyou need me,
Check the pot.
(That would be the toi-
let.)
band comilltftoBdtse with new release
Star,~which Rosenthal describes
as "more open to a broad audi-
ence," is a diverse Black Tape re-
lease that not only harkens back
to traditional themes, but also
treads new ground all on the
same album.
Black Tape has not been on a..
tour since '99 and they liave nev!'-
er played in Boise. According tb'
Rosenthal, they are looking for~;;
ward to playing in Idaho because~
of Boise's small size in comparl:C1
son to other venues, and theill'
"novel appeal" in the area. I urgt!'
any and all to experience a nigl1t'
with Black Tape for a Blue Girl"
on Sunday September 19 at th~:
Venue. For more information vis-
it Nightspun,net, ticketweb,coriC
or The Record Exchange. MurdfW'
Man and Audra are opening fo~
Black Tape and the cost is onlyo
$10 for all ages.::~
, ,
Groups of three or
more will get discounts' ~
onplerclngs (not "
Including sale Items), • ~Feeling boxed in
by choices under 'Race'1
Checkout themonthly(]
. p'e,,'ngspeclol~th/s NEW MDOII .""
month Iseyebrows for Trod/fional and AhemariYll Piert:i~
$25.00.
All New Moon plerclngs Inclu!le
the jewelry and aftercare package with
Instructions. We stand by our plerclngs,
and offer free follow up service,
We have designs for the new
tattoo, and we can create
from pictures you bring In.
New Moon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375-1666
"Perforating the Populas of Idaho'"
BY JRMES RRGLRND
TheDalleaMorningNews
What he is saying is important
for all!
No Name, please
A: Since you're from a small
Texas town, I understand how
problematic it could be for you
to jump on the BillCosby Tells-It-
Like-It-Is Bandwagon. Youmight
sibility for problems that contin-
ue to disproportionately afflict
the black community, from teen
pregnancy to illiteracy.
On that point, there's little dis-
agreement. However, Mr. Cosby
was reminded of an Important
lesson, too: How you say what's
on your mind often is just as im-
portant as what you have to say.
Some prominent black writers
have criticized him for his choice
of words, for being out of touch
with working-class people and
for airing dirty laundry publicly.
We should admire Dr, Cosby
for showing his concern, and for
speaking his mind, He's deliver-
ing an important message, even
if it is one that rubs some critics
the wrong way,
Howard9s .M1fi'
~
(iouunetroffees, teas, ood (Joodles{
#A~..a6.tf~;t6"ud/
6932 W.sJa/eslreei r.
Boise. Idaho 83103
Ph# (208) 853-4641 I I
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Q: How do people delineate
their heritage now that race lines
and cultural lines ani so crossed?
How does this impact today's
students who are being forced by
the government to choose which
race they claim?
Polly Anna Rivera, Plano,
Texas
A: You are not alone in wres-
tling with the practical complex-
ity of racial and cultural identifi-
cation in America. Many people
of mixed heritage choose to no
longer lump themselves into a
single race or ethnic category,
and institutions are beginning to
deal with this new reality.
In 2000, for example, the U.S.
Census Bureau allowed people
of mixed heritage to check more
than one racial box (a single
"multiracial" box was not includ-
ed),
Those who filled out the forms
had 126 options, far more than
the six race categories listed a de-
cade earlier. This will help create
a clearer, more accurate picture
of the American landscape, espe-
cially with the sharp rise in inter-
racial marriages, which jumped
from 1.5 million to more than 4
million between 1990 and 2000.
About 6.8million people identi- get an invitation out of town from
fied themselves as having mixed- those who disagree.
race roots in the last census, and .But you bring up a good point.
this number will likely rise in the IfMr. Cosby had framed his bit-
next census, ing social commentary the. way
High-profile people such as you suggest, few probably would
Tiger Woods - who identifies have criticized him.
himself as part Asian, African- Instead, his initial comments
American, white and Anierican were viewed as an insensitive and
Indian-are Instilling a new sense stereotypical broadside against
of pride in those ,with mixed low-income African-Americans.
roots. " . . . He has apologized for his gen-
At the risk of sounding, well, ... eraUzatlon but stuck to his main
Pollyannaish, all, ?hildrenwiH '. point: Afrlc,an-Americans won't
benefit as ~ociety s attitudec.on- be ableto level the playing field
~ues to Improv~.tow~rd mar- until they assUme more respon-
rlal1es and. ,relatlonships. that .' .. .' .
.cross cultural and r~Ciarbouiids:-,".",............,:-...,:"- -"-•..._...~..-..:~...._..-~.,~.,-.• ..;;:'~•.-..•...,~.,'~·''''i~i~'''~'-.......-',-'.-.-.+--~" .........,~" ...",'~.:-~,#...,'4;; ~
it.~: ~;/:::~i~~~~:~.f~~'·,'What'$jfa~t~r·thariJtfi'~~::,:
thoughts that I \liQuldlove to see
addressed. But I do not want my d f d?
name, address or anything used spee 0 soun •
to Identify me. I have very con-
servative friends and very liberal
friends, and am from the age that
you only get your ..name in the
paper when you are born, marry
and die. Even my siblings and I
were so divided over some topics
that I wasn't sure we would ever
make peace. And we basically
share the !lamepolitical views. ..
I wish someone would say that
'. what BillCosby is tellingMrlcan-
American parents is true. for ail '
children, whatever thelf' ethnic
background. He is Dr. BillCosby,
Ph.D. in education, and as an en-
','terr.ainer, he has always streSsed
family Values and moral' values .
.1,.
;.-\
About 6.8
million people
identified
themselves as
having mixed-
race roots in
the last census,
and this
number will
likely rise in
the next
census.'
IDAHO
downtown boISe
RBDUT THE WAITEA
JemesRaglendIS e columnist
for TheDallesMorning
News.Writeto himet
TheDallesMorningNews,
CommunlcetloneCenter,Dellae,
TH.75265. or eende-mellto
Jragland[RT)dallesnews,com
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Two DAYS'OF FUN WITH C'LUBSI ~<.
Get answers. Anytime, Anywhere,
answerOp!~~-£2'!J
Real·time answers from real Iibrluians
Accurate, up·to·datejnformatjon
24 hours a day, 7 days a Week
And, it's.al/free!
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�itetclaSsitled Ildv:tti~ents areftee to students.
'CIlllJSificd ads may beplacethtee ways:
" email: classifieds@arbi~nline.com
. , phone: 34S·S204x1(}()
or stop by the office at 1605 University Drive
(across from the SUB).
" .
Powerhouse Fitness
weight set. Comes with
multi-function cage &in-
cline/decline bench. At-
tachments for leg ext.,
leg flex, lat pull, preacher
curl, tricep rope and much
more. Comes w/300lbs of
olympic free weights &
bar. wlfloor mats to put
everything on. $250 283-
9139 email for pictures
tkingsto@boisestate.edu
QueenlKing mattress &
box spring $50. Frames
$30. Clint 322-2422
Sofa sectional w/queen
hide a bed. Off-white,
good condo $75. 25in. col-
or tv console, excel. condo
$75. Call 322-4050
$$S
'JOBS.
'liit' {~l.ldd;.l111
t 1/\' '}'d I'I~ .SRY IT
CrosswordWe need enthusiastic1n<llvIduals with'
excellent vertlal skills
to work 20-40
hours per week.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHeDULE
EVENING _ Y1UKEMD
HOURS AVAIl.ASL£
•hidnln1nlI
• CUual Envt_ ,·FlGIbM...-..
$8.001 hour
Please call for
more Information
Female toonunate wanted
for 3 bedroom, close to
campus, $250/mo + share
utilities. Call 447- 7086 or
433-9991.
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campl;ls
9 10 11 12 13ACROSS'
1 Masseuse
, employer
4 Actress Moore
'8 Perfect society
14 That man
15 "Havana" star
~ena
16 Seattle pros
17 Etching process
19 Astonishes
20 Feminist Orbach
21 Dawn lawn layer
23 Movie industry,
casually
24 Swarm
25 Kindol
mushroom
27 Paper quantity
30 Want
31 NA reindeer
33 Diamond stat
34 Long-time
companions
36 Gotby'
39 Paradigms
40 Some football
plays
44 Exist
45 More whimsical
46 Ford fuel
49 Polanski film
51 Bear and Berra
52 Bathe
53 Unhappy
55 N.T. book
56 Cowboy's rope
57 Slurs over
60 Went over again
62 Doddering
63 Writer
Murdoch
64 Wrap up
65 Lansbury or
Bassett
66 Egyptian
cobras
67 Pig's digs
DOWN
1 Type of daisy
2 Provoked
3 Entertains
4 Overplay the
TLC
5 New Haven
alum
6 Island south of
Luzon
2 3
14
Starling at $295/mo.
17
SELl-IT. '. Monthly Move in ,Specials! 20
24
Includes all uUlitles, able}
HBO, computer lab. Open 7
days a weet<.
'98 Red Dodge Neon!
New 17' rims, spoiler,
muffler & extra work
done. 70K miles, runs
great! $2000 obo. Call
Pam aI412-2450.
30
336-8787 658·4888
1973 MOBILE HOME
for sale. 935 sq. ft. 3bd/
Iba $10,500 call Bryan or
Gina 345-2712
40
ROOM FOR RENT 2
miles to BSU. Quiet clean
Ig house & yard. $375
+ $IOOdep. incl. util. &
wireless internet. Call
631-7878
Boise's Best
Part·tlme
Job for Students I
UPS·
Employment
44
49
1980 CHEVY PICKUP'
3/4 ton, 129k miles, 2wd,
runs good. $900 call 658-
0628
Room for rent mlf 18-23
North end. Own room wi
walk-in closet share baths
DW WID high spd inter-
net. No-smoke inside.
$275850-3226/869-1314
ROOMATES WANTED
3bdrm. Quiet cui de sac.
Fenced yard. $300 p/mo.
No Smoking. Util. incl.
462-3143
18D House in E Boise.
Hdwd Firs, Gas heat, wi
d. $450/mo. + Dep. 426-
8702 Ask for Greg.
1988 Pontiac Grand Am
$1.000. Call 703·2316
1991 Jeep, Renegade,
wht/tan, 98K, 6cyJ., great
shape! $6S000bo. Con-
tact Ric @ 602-9501 or
ambivelentone@cable
one.net
62
$8.S0/hr'
NoWeekends
Shifts available
11 :00 -2:30 p.m.
10:15, ~2:00 p.m,
Information:
On·Campus Call:
426-1147
OnlheWeb:
lshopt@ups.com
65
09118/04e 2004 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights res~rved."~/"/
CIVIC PLAZA
~ r ..... 1 ... l " l 110
Solutions7 Temporary
8 Made in the
9 Burial place
10 Studio sign
11 Italian eatery
12 Word before
bag or box
13 Mooncal!
18 Objective
22 Karrie of the
LPGA
25 Stonework
26 Fletcher and
Lasser
28 Victim of Cain
29 Wide shot
31 Enciphered
32 Cow feature
34 Busy bug
35 _ Plaines, IL
36 Coil. entrance
exams
37 Subdivision
division
38 Salad topping
41 Destitute
42 African nation
43 Wood fragments
Affordable
Downtown
Dving
Newly Bullt
1&2 Bedrooms
$515 or $595
1995 Ford F-150, Sharp
Black/Gold Trim, 6 cyl, 5
sp. 79,500 miles. $6399.
Call 853-0319.
Roommate Wanted. Pri-
vate BR, share bath, large
apt. W Boise, close to ev-
erything. $300/mo + util.
Call 863-9721
200 I Honda Civic EX,
good condition. alc, c/d,
nice rims, dark blue, 35k
miles. $l1,OOO/obo. Call
861-9999
Studio Apt., partially
furnished. North end.
$450/mo includes all utls.
Call Ric @ 602-9501 or
ambivelentone
@cableone.net
• Eleva/on
• /Jl1TC/ly acroufrvm I17m:o
• ]4-llo.r jlme ... room
• Business Center
• &c.mI,kam
,
, UPS Is an Equal Opportunity,
Atlirmallve Acllon Employer.
93' 4x4 Chevy Blazer Ta-
hoe package, white, load-
ed, 140k miles. $3,000
OBO call 861-6747 or
461-4451 fTlPT Openings
Flexible Schedules
Great Resume Exp.
$12. guar. base·appl.
Customer SaleslSel\'ice .
No expo NecessaiY/We Train
Scftolarships Possible
94' Ford Explorer XLT,
4 wheel drive, Yakima
rack system, 116k miles,
good condo $3,500 OBO
Call 336-1326
ACT NOW and turn $20
into $2000 in 30 days.
Call 323-292-9369 Ext.
403 56 Young girl
57 NASA's ISS
partner
58 Berman or
Cariou
59 Red or Yellow
61 Groovy
46 Jagged cuts
47 Agreement
48 Threadbare
50 Hawkins
Day
52 Used to be
54 Wooded valley
Beautiful bedroom set
incl. bureau wlvanity,
dresser, 2 nightstands,
headboard for QIK Dark
wood. $350 obo. Call
Brad or Jen 424-8728
Brand new computer.
Retail $1399. Plays Doorn ,
3. Call Brad or Jcn 424-
8728
Adult Entertainment.
Attn: Students! Adult en-
tertainers needed, m/f. No
experience neccessary.
Will train. Contact Alex
703-0068.
331·2820
Call M·TH 9-4
Cenditions apply
Allages 18+-LookingJor
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
career.bolsestate.edu
\'lor ~ lor s III d 0'0 I s.c 0 ni
For Sale! 1988/Pontiac
Grand Am. Private LivingAreas & Bath
$1000. Contact 703-2316 Shared CommonAmenities r.~:"~iFour new toyo tires,open country AT tiresP265175/16. $400 OBO.
Call 695-5668
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
MIF Roomate Wanted,
to share 3yr old house,
3bd/2ba, 2 car garage,
wid, alc. Access to green
belt. close to the river,
smoke free. $395 w/util.
Call 375-1080 or 284-
8080
Futon: frame wi green
mattress - $75. Bunk bed
wi mattress' $125. Call
526-1406.
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - Accept acknowledge-
ment for the outstanding work you've
done so far. Everybody may not
understand your brilliance, but that's
OK. The most important people do,
and that's enough for now.
Cancer (June 22.July 22)
Today is a 7 - Drop-in company. or
even somebody you live with, could
get in the way if you don't speak up.
Be nice, but finn and directive.
Today's Birthday (Sept. 16). Trust
your instincts concerning your work
this year, and don't be afraid to ask for
top dollar for what you accomplish.
Use meticulous imagination.
Huffy lspd. cruiser, very
good shape, unpoppable
tires $55 . Call 338-9092
evenings
N End Ibed/lbath apt.
very spacious, gas heat,
frplc, shared laundry, no
pets. All util. pd but clec.
$450/mth. Call IPM @
384-1193.2418 Madison
Leo (July 23·Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 - Your new obsession is
a great distraction from problems you
can't fix. Instead of stressing about
those, practice new skills that set you
apart.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jao. 19)
Today is a 7 - You may feel you're
not worthy to make the decision, but
please reconsider. If you don't, who
will? Kinda scary, isn't it?
Palntball gun complete
setup, clothing, reload-
crs, everything. $199 Call
Brad or Jen 424-8728
Aries (March 21·AprilI9)
Today is a 7 - You're not finished with
the job yet, but take time out for a
consultation. You need to discuss your
progress. Share lists of what works
and what doesn't.
Computer Access? Work
Online from home, $500-
$1500 pit. Visit: http://
itcanhappen4utoo.net 1-
877-573-2842
Virgo (Aug. 23·Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 - Continue on your
private shopping spree, and get the
things you've had on your list for
way too long. These are your special
reward.
EARN EXTRA $$
Telemarketers are needed
to contact public televi-
sion viewers, short term
pit positions now avail.
$7.09p/hr moth 5-9pm pi
u application @ 1455 N.
Orchard EOE
Aquarius (Jan. 20·Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 - You can see for miles
and miles, and a friend can help you
see further. Don't resist the details.
Use them, and build a ladder to climb
even higher.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8.- Concentrate on your
work so you'll be free to go shopping
in a couple of days. Meanwhile,
consult with your partner so you'Il
know what's wisest to buy. Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 6 - Ponder new possibilities
and discoveries with someone who
can help you understand. Study is
required, but you're not on your own.
Consult those who have been there
before. Get coaching.
Pisces (Feb. 19·March 20)
Today is a 7 - Go through your
pocketbook again, and see if there's
enough to take a little excursion this
weekend. Tomorrow is also going to
be great for making big commitments.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 - Love is a force with
which to be reckoned. It deserves a lot
of respect. It doesn't always look the
way you thought it would. however.
Be watchful. It'll put in an unexpected
appearance.
If you enjoy spending
time with people in need
of help' (elderly, handi-
capped, disabled children)
can us. Requirements: 6-
12 mo. expffB test/CPR!
Background check, reli-
able trans. a must. Pff &
Fff work avail. We willf:~l)AtE>!"to~f}A~, $Ej\nl.1~E~ IS, ~OO4 work around your school
l~i . $UNCAl', ~[pm'\BEft 19. 2004 schedules. Can @ 321-
t.· 7896
------~:~~;j t:i~tn;.~t-i~,7.i.·ei\M'-'-"--"--'o-.'-'-+"
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Scorpio(Oct. 23·Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 - Delegate the hands-on
work to your team. You need time to
consult with your spiritual adviser so you
can choose the route that's best for all.
(c):m4.1RlBUNEMEDIASFRVICFSINC
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